Samhällsvetarkåren's Novice Period 2020

We are Samhällsvetarkåren - the Social Sciences Student Union at Lund University - and we invite you to take part in our Novice Weeks!

Our novice weeks run from 31st August-16 September - that's 2 ½ weeks of fun activities, guided by amazing mentors who can show you the ropes of Lund student life. Our novice weeks are aimed at all students, **Swedish or international**, who study in the social sciences.

We have a great mixture of events, from chilled BBQ’s to nights out, from classic student sittnings to treasure hunts and fika! So whatever you enjoy - there will be something for you.

Right now there is a lot of uncertainty with COVID-19, and we take our responsibility for student safety very seriously. This may mean that this years events look a little different than usual. But you can bet that whether it is physical, digital, or somewhere in between, we will create a fun and memorable start to your time with Lund University!

There is no cost to join the novice period (although some individual events do have a cost or limited spaces) so you can take part as much or as little as fits your schedule. Our novice period is **especially aimed at students on free-standing courses, master students or students who do not have a novice period provided by a program association or section.**

This years theme is Harry Potter and our novices will be divided into the four Hogwart’s houses!

The available novice spots filled up very quickly in previous years and we expect the same again- so don’t delay sign up!

If you want more information or sign up check out: [samvetet.org/novice2020](http://samvetet.org/novice2020)